
RRIPO ROLE MODEL AWARDS 
Presented at Assembly: 2 September 2022 

Gr First +S Value Reason for Award 

PB Afra T Responsibility For making a commitment to develop your writing skills and then working so hard towards your goal. Congratulations Afra! 

PB Noah C Optimism For having a “can-do” attitude towards your learning and believing that you can give writing a go on your own. Keep it up Noah! 

PM Amelia A Responsibility For being a responsible learner & focusing on her set tasks to make sure she finishes them to the best of her ability! Keep it up, Amelia! 

PM Luca D Respect For continually showing respect to his peers and teachers, and always using beautiful manners! Well done, Luca! 

PS Ignatius B Respect For always showing kindness and respect to students and teachers. You’re a great role model Nashie! 

PS Felix M Optimism For making a great effort to work with others and participate in learning activities. I’m so proud of you Felix! 

PU Kiaan M Optimism For always approaching every learning task with a positive attitude! Congratulations Kiaan. 

PU Brittany C Responsibility For consistently being organised and ready for learning. Well done Brittany, keep up the great work! 

1E Emanuel L Optimism For coming to school with a smile on his face and having a positive attitude to tackle his tasks. Good work Emanuel! 

1E Clara B Responsibility For consistently taking responsibility for her learning and always trying her best. Well done Clara! 

1M Zoe F Optimism  For persisting and trying her absolute hardest with her writing even though she had a broken arm. Fabulous effort, Zoe! 

1M Ethan A Optimism For showing a growth mindset at Grade 1 camp and also being a wonderful sharer. Well done Ethan! 

1P Ariana A Pride For working hard on her writing and always looking after our classroom and belongings. Wonderful effort Ariana! 

1P Drake S Responsibility  For always taking responsibility for his own learning, staying organised and being helpful around the classroom. Well done Drake! 

1Y Jeremy H Responsibility For consistently working hard, trying his best and producing work to a high standard. Well done Jeremy, keep challenging yourself! 

1Y Anisha C Respect For being kind to her friends, thinking of others and displaying wonderful manners. Keep up your amazing effort Anisha! 

2B Levin E Pride For his amazing efforts when writing and wanting to share his wonderful stories with the class. Keep it up Levin! 

2B Ashan S Pride For taking his time to carefully publish his writing piece for his Writer’s Gift. Keep up your amazing efforts Ashan! 

2C Arianna P Pride For working so hard on her diorama and caption about her special place in Italy! 

2C Jarrod F Pride For making an amazing diorama and writing a great caption about his special place! 

2D Alice B Optimism For approaching new and challenging tasks with an optimistic and can-do attitude. Well done, Alice! 

2D Jayden  G Optimism For approaching new and challenging tasks with an optimistic and can-do attitude. Well done, Jayden! 

2I Logan W Pride  For always completing his work with a great amount of effort, especially in the presentation of his work. Well done, Logan! 

2I Jiya K Optimism For settling into her new school with a great mindset towards her learning and friendships. Well done, Jiya! 

3A Zoe C Respect For always showing kindness and consideration to all her classmates, and being a great friend. Well done Zoe! 

3A James K Optimism For having a positive attitude to learning this week, particularly when finding facts during Reading sessions. Well done James! 

3B Chanumi  F Integrity For always being honest inside and outside of the classroom and for consistently making the right choices. 

3B Angelique V Respect For always having lovely manners when talking to teachers and friends. Well done Angelique! 
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3FC Maya M Responsibility For responsibly caring for her classroom and belongings at all times, without being asked.  

3FC Archer B Responsibility                                                   For consistently trying his best at school in everything he does. 

3P Maddison S Responsibility For going above and beyond in reaching her goals! Well done, I am so proud of you. 

3P Dimitri K Responsibility For being responsible when picking respectful wet day activities in the classroom. 

4E Cyrus L Responsibility For completing his homework to a much higher standard by reading for longer periods of time. 

4E Alexander P Optimism For being positive in difficult situations and having a growth mindset, especially outside of the classroom. 

4G Michael R Pride For consistently having neat bookwork and always trying his best, great work Michael.  

4G Joshua V Optimism For always coming to school with a positive attitude and willingness to take on challenges, well done Joshua!  

4K Zephir S Optimism For always being a happy and positive class member.  

4K Mariana A Responsibility Taking time and care to produce outstanding pieces of writing.  

4TF Carlo D Optimism  For having such a positive attitude towards his writing. Keep up the great writing Carlo! 

4TF Skylar R Optimism For continually showing our school value of Optimism in everything she does! Thank you for being such a positive influence in 4TF! 

5D Charlotte P Optimism For always embracing the opportunity to extend herself in all areas of her learning. Incredible effort Charlotte! 

5D Ryan D Responsibility For trying his best to focus and make good choices in the classroom. Awesome effort Ryan! 

5M Ayla H Respect For always being helpful and showing beautiful manners with everyone in the school. 

5M Jamieson M Optimism Taking time and care to improve his writing and produce some impressive pieces. 

5P Sienna W Responsibility For presenting a terrific speech and making the Grade 5 and 6 Debating team. Good luck Sienna! 

5P Isabelle D Responsibility For taking on the role of Grade 5P Sustainability Rep with pride and confidence. Awesome job Isabelle! 

6F William Z Optimism For not giving up in his writing and challenging himself in debating and always having a positive attitude. 

6F Harry N Responsibility  For always offering to help and for being a great role model for the younger students. Great job Harry.  

6K Qemal E Respect For always being kind to his peers and teachers.  Thanks for making 6K a friendly place! 

6K Bardia A Optimism For always attending school with a positive attitude and bringing his sense of humour to the classroom.  Keep it up Bardia! 

Mandarin Cooper B - 1M Respect For always being a helpful student and having beautiful manners. 

Perform Art Giselle G - 6K Responsibility For always being organised, respectful and a wonderful group member every week in Performing Arts. Fantastic effort Giselle!! 

PE Annabelle M - PS Optimism For always attending PE sessions with an amazing attitude and eagerness to challenge herself. Fantastic stuff Annabelle! 

STEM Caydence L - 1M Pride For always taking extra care when completing bookwork tasks and thoroughly communicating her understanding. 

Visual Arts Owen O - 2D Responsibility For jumping up immediately to help the teacher when there was a spill. 

 


